1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The use of the multi-component materials associating layers of metals and fibers reinforced polymer (FRP) composite folds, known as Fiber Metal Laminates (FML), is more and more expanding because of the increasing demand for aerospace and automotive applications and also in civil engineering [@bib1]. Due to their hybrid aspect, FML materials combine advantages of both constituents, i.e. high mechanical and insulation properties of FRP layers and ductility with thermal and electrical conduction of the metal layers. Hence, several studies \[[@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]\] have highlighted the benefits of their use, such as high resistance to crack propagation, impact loading and corrosion, that increases the fatigue endurance and durability of FML. Thus given their mechanical functions and their exposure to environmental conditions, understanding their long-term behavior is a major challenge for their use in structures. Different damage mechanisms, depending on the basic constituents, lay-ups, manufacturing processes and loadings, can occur in such composites and may not be detected by visual inspection, but can dramatically reduce the tensile strength of a component. Classically, four damage mechanisms are observed in FRP composites. The matrix cracking (MC) damage which is the fracture of the resin bonding the fibers together when the latter is mechanically loaded or under matrix shrinkage during polymerization; and in [@bib7], Richardson et al. emphasize that shear cracking of the composite matrix have been observed to initiate the failure process in composites. The delamination/decohesion (DD) damage corresponds to the interface matrix/fibers fracture and separation of layers from each other. Fiber cracking (FC) damage, also known as fiber fracture, indicates the ultimate failure in well-designed laminates. These damage mechanisms have been described and studied in different studies \[[@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]\]. For FML, additional debonding (D) can occur between the adjacent FRP and metal layers resulting from shear stress in the adhesive between the fibers and the metal layer [@bib5]. Indeed local shear deformations occurring in the adhesive (matrix) reduce the crack bridging efficiency of the fibers, consequently the crack growth rate increases [@bib11] which will lead to a final failure of the laminate.

Since these different kinds of damages are to some extent inevitable, many Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) methods are developed to assess the integrity and safety of composites materials. In [@bib12] and [@bib13], S. Gholizadeh and Jolly et al. respectively provide a review of the most common used NDT methods such as the visual testing, ultrasonic testing, thermography, shearography, Eddy current, acoustic emission, etc. The acoustic emission is an effective method for imperfection analysis since it is a high sensitive one and allows detection of many different damages types caused by loadings [@bib12] or environmental effects \[[@bib14], [@bib15]\]. Thus, using AE, many authors show the possibility to detect and identify damage mechanisms in composite materials by analyzing a single parameter of the acoustic emission (AE) signal such as the frequency or the amplitude of AE signals. Indeed Takeda et al. [@bib16], through amplitude distributions, distinguish various fracture processes on high compliant, glass-matrix composite; Kim et al. [@bib17] and Eaton et al. [@bib18] respectively used amplitude distributions for carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) and peak frequency content of carbon fiber/epoxy composites to discriminate the different damage mechanisms involved. However for these composites, CFRP, and for more complex composites as the FML or simply laminates combining unidirectional lay-ups with different fiber orientations, this single parametric analysis turns out insufficient. Fatih et al. [@bib19] show that high frequency distributions is not always a good mean to discriminate AE events; and Eckles et al. [@bib20] conclude that, due to AE amplitude ranges overlapping, an efficient damages identification of CFRP in fatigue becomes tricky. Therefore, to overcome this issue, combination of different parameters appears as a good alternative and is used in this paper. Thus statistical methods are developed for data processing as the well-known supervised and unsupervised analyses methods. Such methods are used in several studies to identify composites damages \[[@bib8], [@bib21], [@bib22]\]. In this paper, the Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and the k-means methods are used for unsupervised analysis to reduce the number of parameters and run the clustering; and as a supervised analysis method, the Classification and Regression Trees (CART) is adopted.

2. Material & methods {#sec2}
=====================

2.1. Material and experimental set up {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------

First, \[0\]~4~, \[90\]~4~ and \[±45\]~4~ unidirectional (UD) laminate samples have been collected from 4-layer 380 × 380 mm^2^ composite plates named respectively P1, P2 and P3 and with an average thickness of 1 mm. These plates are made of type E glass fibers prepregs with an epoxy resin (HexPly® M34) having respectively a density (ρ~f~ and ρ~m~) of 2560 and 1260 kg/m^3^ [@bib23]. The prepreg sheet is made of respectively 90 % and 10 % of wrap and weft fibers with a basis weight $\left( m_{sf} \right)$ of 632 g/m^2^. The black-colored (in order to increase its UV resistance) resin has a mass rate of 32 %. Those samples have been tested so that the acoustic signatures of UD will be known and better characterize the four fiber metal laminates (FML), \[0~4~/Al\]~s~, \[90~4~/Al\]~s~, \[(±45)~2~/Al\]~s~ et \[90/0/±45/Al\]~s~ named respectively P4, P5, P6 and P7. The UD laminates are layered symmetrically to the 1 mm thick AG4MC (5086) aluminum sheet of 2650 kg/m^3^ density. The aluminum sheet surface finishing has been done with a sandpaper to improve its adhesion with the prepreg.

The laminates have been stacked into a rigid steel mold and compressed at 3 bar in a compression-molding machine heated at 2 °C/min until 60 °C, followed by a constant temperature stage of 90 minutes, before final air cooling step. The thermo-compression process has been followed by post-curing stage at 90 °C during 90 minutes to ensure total reticulation of the matrix.

The volume fraction of fibers ($V_{f}$), aluminum ($V_{alu}$) and matrix ($V_{m}$) calculated by relations Eqs. [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} as in ASTM D3171-15 standard [@bib24], density ($\rho_{c}$) ([Eq. (3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and mean thickness ($t$) of P1 to P7 are given in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.$$V_{f} = n \times m_{sf}/\left( \rho_{f} \times t \right)\left( {n\ \ represents\ \ the\ \ number\ \ of\ plies} \right)$$$$V_{alu} = t_{alu}/t$$$$\rho_{c} = V_{f}\rho_{f} + V_{alu}\rho_{alu} + V_{m}\rho_{m}$$Table 1Physical properties of hybrid laminates.Table 1$V_{f}\ \left( \% \right)$$V_{alu}\ \left( \% \right)$$V_{m}\ \left( \% \right)$$\rho_{c}\ \left( g/cm^{3} \right)$$t\ \left( mm \right)$P1--P351.5-48.51.931P4--P74030302.203.32

As recommended by Levesque [@bib25], straight-sided specimens have been used. The latters are 250 mm long and 25 mm large and have been prepared from the fabricated plates. To avoid the grips of the testing machine to damage the specimens, they have been equipped with 1 mm $\left( t_{alu} \right)$ thick aluminum end tabs ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), accordingly to the ASTM D 3039 standard [@bib26].Fig. 1Geometry of tensile laminates. Units are in mm.Fig. 1

The specimens were equipped with strain gauge of 20 mm long and 2.12% maximum strain, adhesively bonded to their center. Two piezoelectric sensors (of type micro80 with operating frequency range of 175 kHz -- 1 MHz and a resonant frequency of 350 kHz) were placed at 12.5 mm from each end tab in order to record the AE events and avoid parasitic noise which can be generated by the hydraulic grips of the testing machine. The AE signals have been recorded with CATMAN software and MISTRAS toolbox. The latter consists of a monitor to get the signals and proceed to the extraction of acoustic data in real time, the amplifier (c) and the preamplifier (d) of bandwidth from 32 to 1100 kHz ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A servo-hydraulic machine LOSEN SYSTEM with a capacity of 300 kN has been used to perform the quasi-static tests with a constant crosshead speed of 2 mm/min, and fatigue tests with a frequency of 3 Hz and a load level $\left( F_{max} \right)$ of 60 % of the ultimate tensile strength $\left( F_{UTS} \right)$ determined for each specimen according to previous tensile tests. Tensile--tensile fatigue tests have been conducted under load amplitude control and with a loading ratio of $R = \frac{F_{min}}{F_{max}} = 0.1$ to avoid the compression of specimens.Fig. 2Monitoring system: (a): AE sensors, (b): monitor, (c): amplifier and (d): preamplifier of bandwidth 32--1100 kHz.Fig. 2

2.2. AE signal clustering methods {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------

During a quasi-static or fatigue test, fifteen parameters of the AE\'s signals are recorded. However for an easier analysis and time saving, it was necessary to downsize the number of parameters. A set of AE parameters has been chosen according to their level of correlation [@bib8] and the encompassed physical mechanisms.

To choose the minimal set of parameters, a Principal Components Analysis (PCA), through circles and matrices of correlation, allows determining the degree of correlation between parameters and their contribution on the ratio of information expressed by the k principal components. The *k* used parameters correspond to the *k* first axes (principal components) where the sum of the variances is superior or equal to 80 %. Thus, the following eight parameters have been used for the classification:1.Rise Time (μs)2.Counts3.Energy (Arbitrary Units)4.Amplitude (dB)5.PCNTS (Counts to peak)6.Signal strength (nVs)7.Absolute energy (aJ)8.Centroid frequency (kHz)

With these parameters, we process to the identification of the AE signals by statistical multi-parametric analyses.

The method of k-means used in unsupervised analysis aims at minimizing the quadratic error for a given number of classes which have a Gaussian distribution around the center of each class. The algorithm is performed in six (6) steps ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}):Fig. 3Algorithm of the k-means method.Fig. 3

Two criteria have been fixed to initialize the algorithm by choosing an appropriate number of clusters (*k*). The first one is the Davies and Bouldin coefficient, R~DB~, which gives information about the clusters compactness and is given by ([Eq. (4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}) [@bib27]:$$R_{DB} = \frac{1}{k}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k}\max_{i \neq j}\left( \frac{d_{i} + d_{j}}{D_{ij}} \right)$$where k refers to number of clusters, $\text{d}_{\text{i}}\ $ and $\text{d}_{\text{j}}$ are the means within i and j clusters respectively and $\text{D}_{\text{ij}}$ is the average distance between the clusters i and j. The best clustering is given by the lowest Davies and Bouldin coefficient.

The second criterion is the physical coherence of the classification made on the data. For most of the analyzed data in this paper, the optimal number of predicted clusters by R~DB~ is coherent with the number of damage modes which can occur in a given laminate.

The Classification and Regression Trees (CART) method used in unsupervised analysis is an iterative method, based on a recursive partitioning methodology of the data. Indeed, the method builds clusters of individuals, the most homogeneous possible, by asking a succession of binary questions on the attributes of every individual [@bib28].

3. Results & discussion {#sec3}
=======================

3.1. Quasi-static tests {#sec3.1}
-----------------------

The mean values of ultimate strengths measured from quasi-static tensile tests for all specimens, necessary before performing fatigue tests, are given in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Quasi-static ultimate tensile strength of all specimens.Table 2LaminatesNon hybrid laminatesHybrid laminatesP1P2P3P4P5P6P7F~UTS~ (kN)25.402.134.0654.999.6414.7120.78

After quasi-static tests, the main fracture surfaces noticed are shown on [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. For \[0°\]~4~ specimens ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a), the main final cracks are longitudinal matrix cracks and fibers cracks. For \[90°\]~4~ specimens ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b), there is a brittle fracture orthogonal to the loading axis which is matrix crack. For \[±45°\] specimens ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c), we have 45° oriented fractures. Hybrid laminates ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}d), in addition to debonding (D) between composite layers and the aluminum sheet, present similar modes of damages to those already quoted.Fig. 4Specimens fracture surfaces: (a): P1, (b): P2, (c): P3, (d): P4; (e): P5, (f): P6, (g): P7.Fig. 4

The damage modes depicted have been identified thanks to AE clustering using the free data mining software TANAGRA [@bib29] with an excel plugin which allows importing directly experimental.•**P1 \[0\]**~**4**~ **and P4 \[0**~**4**~**/Al/0**~**4**~**\]**

For the \[0°\]~4~ laminates ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a), two clusters have been identified. The first one, named class1, includes 20% of the AE events and increases rapidly at the end of the test while the second one, named class2, with 80% of the AE, increase from the first moments of the test.Fig. 5(a) P1 and (b) P4 Clusters plotted in number of AE events vs time (s).Fig. 5

Compared to the cracks observed on these laminates specimens ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a), the class2 could correspond to the longitudinal matrix cracks which are much more numerous. Hence the class1 would correspond to fibers cracks which appear during the end of the test. Indeed in [@bib30], the author identified a similar behavior of fibers cracks with Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP). To confirm this classification, we also represent the amplitude vs centroid frequency ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) of these classes.Fig. 6P1 classes plotted in amplitude (dB) vs centroid frequency (kHz).Fig. 6

From [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the amplitudes of the class2, identified as matrix crack, rank from 35 to 45 dB and its frequencies from 280 to 320 kHz. The amplitudes of the class1, go up to 95 dB and its frequencies rank from 300 to 350 kHz; this is in agreement with the literature which identifies the fibers cracking as the minority damages appearing at tests ending with amplitudes higher than the other degradation mechanisms \[[@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib33]\].

For the P4 (\[0~4~/Al/0~4~\]) specimens, besides the spurious data, three classes are identified ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). These so-called spurious data correspond to a very few number of AE events (0.3 %) with very high values compare to the others. In addition to the classes identified in P1 (\[0~4~\]), the only class we can expect from the P4 specimens is the debonding (D) between composite layers and aluminum sheet. Almost all of the AE events associated with the class1 identified on [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b appear towards the end of the test with high amplitudes, as it can be seen on [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Therefore, this class1 would correspond to the fractures of fibers.Fig. 7P4 classes plotted in amplitude (dB) vs time (s).Fig. 7

To confirm this assumption, a supervised analysis of P1 data with P4 data has been performed. Therefore, the idea with the supervised analysis is to identify the two classes of P4 corresponding to the two classes identified with P1 specimens (MC and FC); and the non-identified one should be the debonding. Doing this, each event of P1 data will be classified in one of these three classes of P4.

Through the supervised analysis, instead of having all the events of P1 classified in only two classes (matrix cracking and fiber cracking) as in the unsupervised analysis, they are classified into three classes (class1, class2 and class4 of P4). This can be explained by the similarity between matrix cracking and debonding which are both polymers fractures. A comparison between the following figures ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}a and b) and [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a shows that the class1 of P4 corresponds to the class1 of P1 and thus to fiber cracking (FC). Furthermore, 54% and 34% respectively of the class4 and class2 of P4 are identified to the class2 of P1, i.e. as matrix cracking.Fig. 8(a): P1 clusters in unsupervised analysis plotted in AE events vs time (s), (b): clusters\' percentages histogram.Fig. 8

Therefore, we can conclude that the class1 of P4 corresponds to the fiber cracking (FC), the class4 to the matrix cracking (MC), the class2 to debonding (D) and the class3 to spurious data.•**P3 \[±45\]**~**2**~ **and P6 \[(±45)**~**2**~**/Al/(±45)**~**2**~**\]**

According to the Davies and Bouldin coefficient, three classes were determined for the P3 laminate as shown in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. The three clusters correspond to the three classes which are matrix cracking (MC), delamination/decohesion (DD) and fiber cracking (FC). The time of occurrence of the mechanisms and their percentages show that the class1 corresponds to the fiber cracking and this class has the higher amplitudes and energy values ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). A similar reasoning about the class2 and class3 allows us to classify them respectively as matrix cracking (MC) and delamination/decohesion (DD).Fig. 9P3 clusters in cumulative AE events vs time (s).Fig. 9Fig. 10P3 clusters plotted in absolute energy (aJ) vs amplitude (dB).Fig. 10

To perform the analysis of P6 laminates, after filtering the spurious data (0.1%) of the class3, four classes were identified ([Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). class1 and class4 have similar curve evolution and represent respectively 34% and 31 % of the AE events. Except for the class5, the class4 has the highest amplitudes values and thus corresponds to the delamination/decohesion (DD); and class1, with the lowest values, to the matrix cracking (MC). Class5 corresponds to the fiber cracking (FC) since it has the highest amplitudes and the lowest AE events. The remaining class2 (25% of the AE events), with amplitude, PCNTS and counts values in the range of those of matrix cracking, corresponds to the debonding (D).Fig. 11P6 clusters in cumulative AE events vs time (s).Fig. 11

By averaging five AE parameters (counts, energy, duration, amplitude and PCNTS), a global histogram for P6 is built ([Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}) which confirms the previous classification. The calculated values are given in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} in which the correlation between classes and damage mechanisms has been observed.•**P2 \[90\]**~**4**~ **and P5 \[90**~**4**~**/Al/90**~**4**~**\]**Fig. 12P6 histogram based on the mean values of counts, energy, duration, amplitude and PCNTS.Fig. 12Table 3Correlation between P6 classes and damage mechanisms with mean values of five parameters.Table 3ClassesCountsEnergy (AU)Duration (μs)Amplitude (dB)PCNTSDamagesClass110.070.0863.8640.414.34Matrix cracking (MC)Class219.430.50105.6743.456.88Debonding (D)Class426.740.81127.3648.298.87Delamination/decohesion (DD)Class558.304.79293.5057.7417.08Fibers cracking (FC)

Data of P2 laminates are not statistically analyzed since there is only a single damage mechanism, matrix cracking. However, this data is used to separate the two clusters of P5. This latter has two classes with similar values, matrix cracking and debonding (D). Matrix cracking of P5 is identified by comparing its values with those of P2 (which includes only this mechanism). The mean values of the five parameters used above are reported in a histogram ([Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 13P5 histogram based on the mean values of counts, energy, duration, amplitude and PCNTS compared to P2 values.Fig. 13

[Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} highlights the relationship between classes and damage mechanisms from the mean values of the AE parameters.•**P7 \[90/0/+45/-45/Al/-45/+45/0/90\]**Table 4Correlation between P5 classes and damage mechanisms with mean values of five parameters.Table 4ClassesCountsEnergy (AU)Duration (μs)Amplitude (dB)PCNTSDamagesClass2132.3312.49904.1857.60182.59Debonding (D)Class319.470.79202.7940.667.33Matrix cracking (MC)

Clustering is done with five classes ([Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}) where the class3 corresponds to the spurious data.Fig. 14P7 classes plotted in cumulative AE events vs time (s).Fig. 14

From [Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}, the only class that is very distinctive from the others is the class4 which represent 62% of the AE events. It appears from the beginning of the test and increases rapidly. Comparing its low amplitude and energy with the others on [Fig. 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}, we can assume class4 corresponds to matrix cracking.Fig. 15P7 clusters in amplitude (dB) vs absolute energy (aJ).Fig. 15

On [Fig. 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}, the class5 has the highest values in amplitude and energy representing barely 4% of the AE events. These features can be related to fiber cracking (FC). The remaining classes, class1 and class2, correspond to debonding and delamination/decohesion (DD) and will be classified by comparing their values through the histogram of mean values ([Fig. 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 16P7 histogram based on the mean values of counts, energy, duration, amplitude and PCNTS.Fig. 16

On that basis, the correlation between damage mechanisms and classes is established in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}.Table 5Correlation between P7 classes and damage mechanisms with mean values of five parameters.Table 5ClassesCountsEnergy (AU)Duration (μs)Amplitude (dB)PCNTSDamagesClass147.5259.77248.3979.8410.48Delamination/decohesionClass218.1810.61108.0564.476.34DebondingClass47.541.2779.2950.933.51Matrix crackingClass5109.02253.02563.6692.9224.33Fibers cracking

3.2. Fatigue tests {#sec3.2}
------------------

The specimens tested in fatigue present similar **final fracture modes** to those tested in quasi-static tests (see [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

During fatigue tests a large number of AE events were recorded. To avoid saturation of AE system, the threshold of 35 dB fixed during quasi-static and the first fatigue tests has been increased to 45 dB. This increase in AE events is due to the friction between opened cracks lips; this friction having low amplitudes and high frequencies [@bib8].

In this second part of results, the same parameters and algorithms have been used for the statistical analysis and data clustering is made with the unsupervised analysis method.•**P1 \[0\]**~**4**~ **in fatigue**

According to the Davies and Bouldin coefficient, two clusters have been identified for this laminate. The class1, with 9% of the AE events, has the highest amplitudes and energy (Figs. [17](#fig17){ref-type="fig"} and [18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"}). It, thus, corresponds to fiber cracking. This low percentage compared to the one obtained in quasi-static test is due to a higher number of events recorded that can be attributed to friction. Events that may be classified as matrix cracking include events of these friction mechanisms, grouped in the same class, matrix cracking (class2).Fig. 17(a): P1 clusters plotted in cumulative AE events vs time (s) with (b): histogram of energy and percentage of AE events.Fig. 17Fig. 18P1 clusters in fatigue plotted in absolute energy (aJ) vs amplitude (dB).Fig. 18

To discriminate these two mechanisms (matrix cracking and friction), the events belonging to the class2 were processed and classified into two others classes, class1.2 and class2.2. This classification has been based on amplitude and average frequency parameters. On [Fig. 19](#fig19){ref-type="fig"}a, it appears that the class1.2 has high frequencies and low amplitudes \[35--45 dB\]. Thus, according to the studies of R\'Mili and al. mentioned above [@bib8], the class1.2 is attributed to friction, and consequently the class2.2 to matrix cracking. It should be noticed that these friction mechanisms represent 76 % of the events of the class2 of P1 that is 60 % of all the recorded AE events. However, their energy remains very weak; indeed, it represents only 24 % of the energy of the class2 that is hardly 7 % of the total energy, [Fig. 19](#fig19){ref-type="fig"}b.•**P3 \[±45\]**~**2**~ **in fatigue**Fig. 19(a): Classification of the class2 of P1 in average frequency (kHz) vs amplitude (dB) (b): Histogram of energy (AU) and AE events percentages of the class2 of P1.Fig. 19

In this case, the Davies and Bouldin coefficient indicates three optimal clusters as in quasi-static results. To include the friction mechanisms, the clustering is done with four (4) clusters.

A histogram is elaborated considering the mean values of amplitude, energy, counts, counts to peak (PCNTS) and duration ([Fig. 20](#fig20){ref-type="fig"}). The class4 has the maximum values followed by the values of class2. Compared to the previous results, we can conclude that class4 corresponds to the fiber cracking (FC) and class2 to delamination/decohesion (DD).Fig. 20P3 histogram based on the mean values of counts, energy, duration, amplitude and PCNTS.Fig. 20

To sort class1 and class3 in matrix cracking and friction mechanisms, one can notice that the class1\'s amplitudes are higher than those of the class3 but its frequencies are also the highest; this does not allow us to differentiate the two phenomena since we noticed that the mechanism, among these two, with the highest amplitudes had the lowest frequencies. However, we have previously noticed that the friction energy is very weak (60% of AE events for barely 7% of energy). Thus, by representing the histogram of energy of the classes ([Fig. 21](#fig21){ref-type="fig"}), it appears that the class3 (28% of the AE events for 1 % of the total energy) corresponds to the friction and the class1 (5% of the energy) to the matrix cracking. [Fig. 21](#fig21){ref-type="fig"} confirms at the same time the classification made with the class4 and class2, i.e. they correspond respectively to FC and DD.Fig. 21Cumulative energy for P3 classes.Fig. 21

From all these analyses, one has observed that friction mechanism has low amplitudes \[35--45 dB\]. Thus, for the hybrid specimens (with an aluminum sheet) tested in fatigue where the threshold is fixed equal at least at 45 dB, this mechanism will not be taken into account. For the following analysis only the classification of P7 \[90/0/+45/-45/Al/-45/+45/0/90\] will be presented.•**P7 in fatigue**

The four identified clusters are represented in [Fig. 22](#fig22){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 22P7 fatigue clusters plotted in cumulative AE events vs time (s).Fig. 22

To discriminate them, they are represented through the AE parameters previously selected using a histogram representation, [Fig. 23](#fig23){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 23P7 histogram in fatigue based on the mean values of counts, energy, duration, amplitude and PCNTS.Fig. 23

According to [Fig. 22](#fig22){ref-type="fig"}, the following classification can be proposed:−The class3, with the highest values, corresponds to fiber cracking (FC),−The class1, having the highest values after those of FC to delamination/decohesion−The class4, with the lowest values of classes 1/3/4 to debonding (D),−The class2 with the highest number of AE events and the lowest values for these five parameters to the matrix cracking (MC).

4. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

In order to understand the long-term behavior of hybrid laminates, the damages occurring in FMLs have been monitored by acoustic emission (AE) method during quasi-static and fatigue tests. Using machine-learning tools and through an original approach based on the principle of breaking down a complicated problem into different more affordable pieces, the issue of identification and classification of multiple damages (MC, FC, D, DD, friction) occurring in the FML: \[90/0/+45/-45/Al/-45/+45/0/90\] during cycling loadings has been addressed. Therefore:−With unsupervised analysis, k-means and PCA, it was possible to classify different similar damage mechanisms on the basis of a set of five AE parameters, namely matrix cracking and friction, matrix cracking and debonding or debonding and delamination/decohesion.−Similarity between matrix cracking and debonding has been noticed (see supervised analysis of P1 with P4) with the CART method that comes out, by itself, insufficient to distinguish them until it is not combined with the results from unsupervised analysis.−This statistical method (unsupervised analysis) allowed isolating the friction mechanisms that are very numerous in fatigue loads (about 60% of all the acoustic emission events) but with low energy.−The different damage mechanisms occurring in tested laminates can be graded from their AE mean values.

It should then be interesting, using the two sensors, to locate the damage in order to improve the damage characterization and know which part of the material is more susceptible to initiate the damage.

To come over the issue of the system saturation during fatigue tests, an interesting option must be to use a continuous recording of AE waveforms as proposed in [@bib34].
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